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Google Workspace
Founded 1998 | HQ Mountain View, CA | 127,400 employees (approx.) | $160B revenue (approx.)

What really comes through is that Google is trying to create a full
multi-modal user experience and improved accessibility with Google
Workspace. By pulling everything together and providing a richer
and more comfortable experience for the user, Google is also laying the
foundations to leverage its AI capabilities much further.

The Company

The Technology

Google was founded in 1998 by Sergey Brin and

Google Workspace is an amalgam of Google’s

Larry Page. Headquartered in Mountain View,

business productivity and collaboration

CA, the firm employs approximately 127,400

products, expanding and upgrading its

people and has revenues of around $160 billion.

previous G Suite offering first launched in 2016.

After going public in 2004 (trading on the

Workspace bundles everything from Mail to

NASDAQ) the company restructured in 2015

Video Conferencing, by our count around 14

under the name Alphabet and created two main

different products. However, a deeper dive into

divisions: “Google” and “Other Bets.” Google

Workspace reveals that it is more than merely

has been active in the business productivity

a rebrand or bundling of products; instead, it

and collaboration marketspace since it

provides an integrated, accessible, and unified

launched Google Docs in 2006. This report

knowledge management experience.

focuses on its most recent release of Google
Workspace, in October 2020.

The fundamental departure of Google
Workspace from the previous G Suite is that
individual products (such as Meet, Calendar,
Docs, etc.) are now provided as interactive
services. For example, you can start a
video conference call from within a Slides
presentation or create a new document directly
within a Chat window. In short, you are not
jumping between applications and tabs; you
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now work within a single portal. Bringing a
unified work environment into play allows the
power of the underlying Google AI capabilities

Figure 1

Google Workspace Enables Real-Time Video in Gmail
and Chat Meetings

to surface much more clearly than previously.
For example, a simple but useful feature driven
by AI is in predicting the next file (or set of files)
you will want to access, based on an analysis
of who you are working with within Workspace.
Similarly, information of scheduled meetings
is surfaced to the user based on your activities
and interactions with others. A nice touch is
the ability to bring up previews of documents
within whatever space you are working in or
the document you are working on. Over time,
Google expects to add features, many of which
are currently running in Beta. One example is
“smart chips” that deliver contact cards related
to people you mention within a document.
Documents are at the center of most critical

often flies under the radar is the Vault facility

business activities, so we took a closer look at

providing information governance functionality

Google Drive – Google’s file storage system –

along with some eDiscovery capabilities.

as a standalone enterprise file sync and share

Vault is interesting because the governance

(EFSS) system. Drive has made good inroads

functions are not limited to Files but extend

in the market, but its use of metadata related

to all the data in a Google Workspace, such as

to stored files has lacked in substance. Though

chat logs and meeting recordings.

this feature is still in Beta, Google is enhancing
its metadata management and providing
labeled files. Having files enriched with good
metadata makes it possible to automatically
classify and better organize repositories, and
it also provides a foundation for machine
learning and AI to understand what is there and
automate some activities around those files.
Also in Beta is a facility to request document
approvals and to lock approved versions.

Probably the most visible element in the
new Google Workspace is Meet (formerly
Hangouts), where you can see and hear
the people you are working with while you
work with them (currently just in Gmail and
Chat – see Figure 1). That is a nice touch,
and according to Google, it will be added to
productivity applications Docs, Sheets, and
Slides in 2021.

Assuming you are storing your files in Drive,
an element of Workspace that we have noticed
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Ultimately, what really comes through is that
Google is trying to create a full multi-modal
user experience and improved accessibility

Our Opinion

with Workspace. This can be seen in the

Individually, many of the old G Suite elements

integration of Google Assistant, its voice-

were good and either on par with, or at times

driven AI application. Now, for example, you

better than, the competition, but their use

can search for a document, make a calendar

was disjointed and clunky. Google Workspace

appointment, or contact somebody – all within

fixes that in no small degree and gives much

Google Workspace – just by speaking. (Google

more cohesion to the overall experience. More

Voice, its telephone service with automated

remains to be done, though in fairness many of

transcriptions, is also part of Workspace.)

the missing features are currently in Beta and

Within the Meet function, the automatic real-

should be released soon.

time captioning (rendering of speech to text)
and screen readers and magnifiers are some
of the best we have seen. Collectively, the
accessibility features are impressive.

By pulling everything together and providing
a richer and more comfortable experience for
the user, Google is also laying the foundations
to leverage its AI capabilities much further.

Finally, it is worth mentioning a Google

And as such, we fully expect Workspace

product that is not currently truly integrated

to become more intelligent over time and

into Workspace, although it is available to

proactively predict and push accurate and

Workspace customers: Google Currents, which

needed information to users rather than relying

is an upgrade on a previous product, Google+.

on them to go and find it, as well as providing

Currents is a social network platform that

the foundation for a full multi-modal user

provides a unified method for communicating

experience.

with employees akin to a modern-day intranet.
At its core, Currents works around the concept
of “streams”; in other words, topics where all
the relevant communications related to one
another can be managed and distributed. We
don’t know if Currents will be fully integrated
into Workspace, but in our analysis it would be
a valuable addition.
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Advice to Buyers
Shifting away from Microsoft for collaboration

By multi-modal, we mean giving the user a

and productivity will never be easy; for those

range of choices regarding how they interact

wanting full offline capabilities, Microsoft

with the application; for example, via voice,

will remain the platform of choice. But for

or by reading text instead of listening, or by

an organization that is just starting up or

adjusting screens to ensure they are readable.

looking to start afresh, Google Workspace is a

Google Workspace meets many accessibility

credible and appealing alternative with robust

requirements, making for a much more

accessibility features as standard. Google

interactive and user-friendly experience for

Workspace today is not quite the finished

those who need them. Buyers will need to

product, however much of what seems to be

investigate pricing options closely, but in many

missing is currently in Beta and accessible to

cases Google Workspace will come in at a lower

those who want it.

cost than its rivals.

Accessibility features for hearing, vision, or
motor impairment have long been ignored,
so the inclusion of so many of these features
in Google Workspace is good to see. And
the explosion of distributed workers and
students has shown us the limitations of
many collaboration and productivity tools.
Such accessibility features are also critical
to providing multi-modal user experiences.

SOAR Analysis
Strengths

Aspirations

Multi-modal user experience

Replace Microsoft 365

Impressive video conferencing

Provide a full multi-modal user experience

Opportunities

Results

Further leverage AI through metadata

Over 2.6 billion users

Provide the first truly device agnostic KM

6 million customers

application
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About Deep Analysis
Deep Analysis is an advisory firm that helps organizations
understand and address the challenges of innovative and
disruptive technologies in the enterprise software marketplace.
Its work is built on decades of experience in advising and
consulting to global technology firms large and small, from IBM,
Oracle, and HP to countless start-ups.
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Deep Analysis. He has over 25 years

Management and the business application of Cloud, Artificial

of experience in the IT industry,

Intelligence, and Blockchain. Deep Analysis recently published

working with a wide variety of

the book "Practical Artificial Intelligence: An Enterprise

end-user organizations like FedEx,
The Mayo Clinic, and Allstate, and

Playbook," co-authored by Alan and Kashyap Kompella,

vendors ranging from Oracle and IBM

outlining strategies for organizations to avoid pitfalls and

to start-ups around the world. Alan was

successfully deploy AI.

formerly a Partner at The Real Story
Group, Consulting Director at Indian

Deep Analysis works with technology vendors to improve their

Services firm Wipro, Research Director

understanding and provide actionable guidance on current and

at 451, and VP for North America

future market opportunities.

at industry analyst firm Ovum. He is

Yet, unlike traditional analyst firms, Deep Analysis takes a buyer-

including the Wall Street Journal and

centric approach to its research and understands real-world

The Guardian, and has appeared

buyer and market needs versus the “echo chamber” of the
technology industry.

regularly quoted in the press,

on the BBC, CNBC, and ABC as an
expert guest.

Contact us:
info@deep-analysis.net
+1 978 877 7915
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